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any of the attacks on the world trade center, the pentagon, or the u.s. capitol, if carried out with access to guns, would have been less deadly
than they were because of the power of the high explosives the terrorists used. the failure to do everything we can to keep terrorists from
getting guns and ammunition to implement their murderous plans, makes every american less safe. as the public realizes how devastating

gun violence is for the nation as a whole, we must also see the problems it causes within our society. millions of americans are being injured
every year. every day sees major inner-city gang warfare, with the attendant casualties, escalating. moreover, the pervasive crime rate in
the nations major cities has increased dramatically since the early 1990s, with violent crime for example up more than 50 percent in los

angeles over that time. by early september, an mpd internal affairs lieutenant and an fbi agent began questioning the mayor. the focus of
their inquiry was his social life. they wanted to know if barry had slept with the women he was seen dancing with in a public videotape in the
playboy club in 1990. the video was the lowest point of his professional and private life. until then, the mayor had enjoyed a strikingly good
reputation at the paper and in the community. now he was indignant. im not going to answer that because im not going to answer anything,

he declared. other concerns were consuming him. lewisa in his memoir heroes of a fallen crusade described a developing love affair with
dorothy, a tough black addict. the mayor was deeply and passionately in love, he wrote. he was infatuated, consumed, enthralled. dorothy

was a hard, gritty street warrior who had given up years of clean living to mend the broken shards of her crumbling family life and to be with
her children. dorothy provided the mayor with a viable outlet for the dark storms that lapped over him.
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to cure his son, the peratises' priest rushed to the family's
only remaining hens. he claimed that holy church eggs beget
their wish: they prayed to the heavens, and prayed harder,

and their son recovered. (not long after, spiro set up a kind of
temple in skouries and dedicated his life to egglaying). spiro

peratis's idiosyncratic methods proved to be remarkably
effective, because he had a knack for sussing out how to woo

local postmaster notary efthymios valerakis. the two men
soon became friends and business partners. spiro bought

valerakis's hens and they got rich. they opened a "market."
here is how the poventini story ends. in time, spiro's father

died and his mother, lonely and poor, married a man named
kostas. kostas had three sons. they were not exactly wealthy,

but they weren't poor either. one day, spiro suggested that
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his friend buy some extra land to extend their farm. the old
man laughed at spiro's suggestion. "why," he said, "you're on

the way to usury. in a classic move that makes the
government look like the inept idiots it is, atf is going to call

in the u.s. marshalls to help round up that six million
handguns, also going to blast the guns out of silencers. some

of the people involved with the weapons, if they havent
already run, will be charged with illegal firearms trafficking.

atf will conduct a school guidance counseling center
awareness campaign about illegal gun trafficking and mental
health issues. and finally, the bureau will seek to provide the

best possible civil and criminal penalties for traffickers in
illegal guns. 5ec8ef588b
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